Data Validation

ZEMA Data Validation is a pivotal application that monitors the integrity of data collected in the
ZEMA Suite system against pre-defined and user customizable parameters.
Data Validation provides real-time logging, notifications, and on-screen identifiers that report on
the success or failures of data events.

Know the Quality of Data
As data is being imported into the ZEMA system, clients need to know the quality of that data. Data Validation provides
intuitive visual screens that make potential errors easy to find and understand. The application features on-screen visual
indicators and filters that help users understand which sources are passing or failing the data tests.
Checks include:
• Completeness – Is all of the data being collected?
• Correctness – Are the data values within acceptable boundaries?
• Timeliness – Is the data arriving on time?
• Newness – Is the data up to date or different than the previous entry?

ZE Data Monitoring Services
As a dedicated service provider, ZE is constantly monitoring the market and the data feeds that ZE clients depend
on. ZE’s dedicated data monitoring group watches for issues and errors and works with its clients and its partners
to ensure that data is as timely and accurate as possible. The ZE team works 24x7x365 watching out for its clients.
Correct, complete, and accurate data is ZE’s ongoing goal.
The combination of Data Validation and Data Monitoring Services is designed to provide users and their companies
with peace of mind for the information they depend on.
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Data Validation
Customize the Rules
Companies can configure a variety of rules within Data Validation according to their unique business needs. These rules can
be applied against any data report, in real-time or on a schedule.
Organizations can also use multiple tests and conditions, including thresholds, percentage checks, and standard deviations.
With Data Validation, users can filter and sort the results making it easy to find the status of specific data points.

Create “Watch Lists”
Rather than being presented with the status of a full corporate data list, users that need to monitor or know the status of
specific items can create “Watch Lists”. A Watch List is a unique feature of Data Validation that allows users to create
predefined groups of data so that groups can be quickly retrieved in the future. The filters are useful to check the status of
data used for invoicing, end-of-day processes, models or any other business purpose. Creating a Watch List is easy: users
can simply add the data of interest, save the list, name it, and then use it in any of the Data Validation screens.

Provide Detailed Reporting
The Data Validation screens summarize whether data has either passed, failed or is still waiting to be evaluated.
Data Validation produces detailed real-time reporting on the different checks it performs. Data Validation can also email
alerts to specific users when data fails quality checks (for example, if a source is late or a data test has failed).
Users also can export the results of validation to any of the Microsoft Excel formats for easy use and sharing across
a company.
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